Congenital central hypoventilation syndrome: a bedside-to-bench success story for advancing early diagnosis and treatment and improved survival and quality of life.
The "bedside-to-bench" Congenital Central Hypoventilation Syndrome (CCHS) research journey has led to increased phenotypic-genotypic knowledge regarding autonomic nervous system (ANS) regulation, and improved clinical outcomes. CCHS is a neurocristopathy characterized by hypoventilation and ANS dysregulation. Initially described in 1970, timely diagnosis and treatment remained problematic until the first large cohort report (1992), delineating clinical presentation and treatment options. A central role of ANS dysregulation (2001) emerged, precipitating evaluation of genes critical to ANS development, and subsequent 2003 identification of Paired-Like Homeobox 2B (PHOX2B) as the disease-defining gene for CCHS. This breakthrough engendered clinical genetic testing, making diagnosis exact and early tracheostomy/artificial ventilation feasible. PHOX2B genotype-CCHS phenotype relationships were elucidated, informing early recognition and timely treatment for phenotypic manifestations including Hirschsprung disease, prolonged sinus pauses, and neural crest tumors. Simultaneously, cellular models of CCHS-causing PHOX2B mutations were developed to delineate molecular mechanisms. In addition to new insights regarding genetics and neurobiology of autonomic control overall, new knowledge gained has enabled physicians to anticipate and delineate the full clinical CCHS phenotype and initiate timely effective management. In summary, from an initial guarantee of early mortality or severe neurologic morbidity in survivors, CCHS children can now be diagnosed early and managed effectively, achieving dramatically improved quality of life as adults.